Editorials

Warm up

The world is an amazing place. Those who have just realised that the incoming editor of the British Journal of Sports Medicine is an Australian must think the end of civilisation has come. The thin end of the wedge and all that. Is it not enough that the Australians are world champions in rugby (both versions), surfing, cricket (both forms—paying and non-paying), and did rather well at the recent Olympics, now the British journal is moving offshore. It may be seen as the Antipodean revenge of England’s convict past. Rest assured, there will be no immediate change evident. No Australian flag tastefully draped over the cover nor pictures of Ian Thorpe and his 400 gold medals for swimming. No page 3 pictures à la Rupert Murdoch. The change will be subtle, yet it will define an evolution in the development of the journal.

Domhnall MacAuley, over the past five years, has taken the journal to the dizzy heights of scientific credibility and respectability. To him an enormous debt of gratitude is owed. Adh mór, Domhnall.

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step

In a fascinating study recently published in the Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport, Dr Caroline Finch from Deakin University in Melbourne, Australia studied the safety procedures at 64 Australian football clubs. One of the striking findings was the lack of knowledge of Sports Medicine Australia (SMA) guidelines. For example, when asked whether these clubs followed the SMA infectious disease policy, only 36% of clubs answered positively with 21% being totally unaware of the existence of the guidelines. Even more remarkable, given that SMA has had a head and neck injury policy since 1992, was the fact that only 27% of football clubs had a head injury policy and of these, only 11% followed the SMA guidelines when suggesting medical assessment for head injured players. Returning players to sport following concussion was even more interesting, with 30% of clubs having some sort of guidelines, mostly non-scientific in nature, and just 6% following the SMA recommendations.

This study exposes a significant problem for sports injury prevention worldwide and in particular, the role of peak administrative bodies. If such sports medicine groups devote time, resources and expertise in developing appropriate guidelines, a crucial aspect of this process must be the dissemination of this information. Having an impressive policy is one thing, but if no one reads it, why bother?

Increasingly, we live in an age where sports medicine practitioners and especially sports trainers desire strict guidelines for the management of sporting injuries. A cookbook approach with a recipe for every disaster. In my own particular area of research—that is, concussion, we have the extraordinary situation of 27 different published management guidelines (none of which have the slightest scientific basis) and yet we cannot agree on a consensus diagnosis of concussion! Most people would be familiar with the three week ban in rugby following a concussion. It was originally instituted to provide a guideline for teams without medical support; this was a laudable aim but let us not pretend that it is scientific. The recent move by the International Rugby Board to provide some flexibility in this regard is a step in the right direction.

Do these various concussion guidelines work? The answer is a resounding, no. In many cases, having a published concussion guideline in your own name is a rite of passage in this field. Forget the science just get a guideline, any guideline. Modify someone else’s and republish it in your own name. That saves time even thinking about the process. No wonder athletes and coaches become confused. Mind you, clever athletes (no that’s not an oxymoron) can shop around to find a return to sport guideline that suits their needs or bank balances not necessarily their cognitive health.
How then do we develop useful and meaningful guidelines? Consensus conferences are useful but you need to have the major researchers and interest group represented. Science is important but equally its absence needs to be clearly defined. There is no point dressing up a non-scientific guideline in the respectability of a sports medicine organisation. The American Academy of Neurology concussion guidelines are a case in point. The ‘consensus’ guidelines were from US-based physicians only, with little direct sports medicine involvement. The spectacle of people involved in that process publicly distancing themselves from the final conclusions demonstrates the potential difficulties in this process. The outcomes were not scientific and what were guidelines rapidly became management ‘options’. The proof of the pudding however, lies in the fact that these guidelines have been almost universally ignored. Wide dissemination has no meaning if people don’t believe in them.

Next year in November, a consensus conference on concussion is being attempted once again. Driven by the National Hockey League with the assistance of the IOC and FIFA, a scientific program is being developed to try and revisit this area once again. Hopefully the lessons of the past will be learned and the outcome of this meeting will be a useful addition to the field. Keep your eyes on the conference announcements at the back of the journal.

As we move towards a wider evidence base in sports medicine, the role of guidelines should play an increasingly minor role. Understanding the process is the key. As Santa said to the reindeer on Christmas Eve—“Just do it!”

PAUL MCCRARY
Editor
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